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Ql:ommittee on ~gticultutt
m1asbinglon, :li9.Ql:. 20515
PRESS RELEASE, ADVANCE FOR USE SUNDAY, NOV. 8, 1970
(ADVANCE) WaGhington, Nov. 7 • • • Comprehensive hearings on
the environmental effects of using pesticides and insecticides in agricultural production, and the effects that would follow sharp restrictions
or absolute ban on their use, will be held by the House Committee on Agriculture early in the 92nd Congress.
Announcement of the decision to schedule hearings was issued
today by Chairman W. R. (Bob) Poage, D-Tex., through the committee office.
While definite hearing dates were not scheduled, in view of the
fact that the House must first organize itself after the 1st session of the
new Congress convenes in January, the Chairman said it is his intention
to call as witnesses not only officials of the Agriculture and Interior
Departments and the Food and Drug Administration, but also recognized
scientists, ecologists and health authorities from the educational and
private sectors of American society.
Expressing concern that emotions rather than sound judgments
reached after deliberate study of facts, might determine the kind of
regulations imposed on uses of chemicals which have contributed so much
toward increased farm output in recent years,

Poage in the announcement

said:
"There is justifiable public concern about the effects of using
chemicals in the eradication of insects and pests in connection with crop
production.
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"If indeed there is a health hazard involved in the use of a
certain insecticide, or pesticide or rodenticide, we must learn what it
is and what we can do about it. If farm production should be jeopardized
by the prohibition of a certain compound, then we should know that and try to
find a substitute that will assure a continued supply of wholesome, nutritious
food. If no substitutes are presently known, we should take action to
encourage research to find substitutes.
"This is too important a subject to be influenced by sensationalism."
Chairman Poage said Agriculture Department officials have told him
of an alarming outbreak of gypsy moth infestation in hardwood forests in
several Eastern states since DDT spraying for that purpose was banned. This
infestation is causing severe defoliation, killing trees over vast tracts of
mountain lands. While hardwoods especially are vulnerable, conifers also
have been reported attacked. Forests in Pennsylvania, Maryland and Delaware
have been hardest hit.
"Myths and distorted facts characterize much of the information
disseminated these days about pesticides, herbicides and insecticides,
especially DDT," said Poage, "and unless reason and sound judgment dispel
the current popular emotional jag on the subject, Americans may be victims
rather than beneficiaries of actions prompted by well-meaning, conservationminded individuals and organizations.
"Environment and ecology are words that have so captured the
public spotlight of late that dire consequences may result from curbing the
use of certain pesticides and insecticides."
Evidence is mounting that mankind may suffer far more from the
effects of withholding use of DDT than from environmental pollution caused
by the use of this chemical, the legislator added, and pointed to a report
by Secretary of Agriculture Clifford Hardin concluding that "the scientific
evidence now available does not establish that the use of DDT constitutes
an imminent hazard to human health."
"A wide variety of pests have been controlled through use of
pesticides," Poage continued, "and this has meant a steady increase in both
quality and yield per acre of many crops. There can be no dispute that this
has meant more food and fiber for Americans at a lower cost, and unquestionably has meant the difference between survival and actual starvation to millie.,
of hungry persons abroad to whom we have shipped our surplus commodi ties."
Poage is the author of pending legislation which would prohibit
imports of foods from'any country unless the President has determined that
such country enforces anti-pesticide restrictions at least equal to those
applicable here in the United States.
- more -
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"Putting aside for the moment arguments for and against
of a ban or restriction on the use of DDT on crops," he said, "it
seem clearly illogical and unacceptable to provide consumers with
partial protection from whatever dangers may be inherent in using
pes ticides.

imposition
would
only
certain

"Obviously, if the use of DDT ot' other chemicals here in the United
States is deleterious to humans, it is equally harmful if used on crops
grown abroad.
"On the question as to harmful effects, however. there seen to
be conflicting opinions from individuals who should be in a position to know.
We think it would be wise to call in the foremost authorities and try to
reach a valid judgment. That is why we intend to schedule hearings on the
subj ect."
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